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0 alignment 

technical consultant 

 
flex sive scheme.
state highway national highway standard 

source ADB Asian Develop-
ment Bank AIDP, 

External Function Funding Agency 
SOPD 

RIDF alternative highway 
land

acquisition 
land acquisition 
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PWD 
blacklisted 

 

Untide SC

estimate 

SOPD 

Thank you. Second Supplementary 
disturb 

signature project
signature project 

signature project 
signature project 
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signature scheme assessment 

assessment 

Project Management
Consultancy (PMC)

 

Interruption.....
Interruption.....
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Indian Penal Code

Interruption.....

Interruption.....

Interruption.....
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Interruption.....

 

ser-
vice condition improve

conference attend

supplementary
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category

Insurance premium Accident premium

eco system
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advertisement

 concept, 

Forest village 

appointment
remunera-

tion 

non cadastral village  

non cadastral village 
survey cadastral 

these defi-
nitely are forest village.  

certificate  
gazette notification  officially 

sixth schedule area  

forest village  non cadastral village 

payment  
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payment payment 
stadium  

compensate  

Signature Scheme 
stadium  

stadium 
stadium PWD  PWD  

stadium 

review  
stadium 

stadium stadium Signature
Scheme 

PWD  
Second Supplementary.
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 Signature Scheme 
stadium  

stadium  
tourism  

head  tourism 
allot  

stadium 
payment  Supplementary demand  

payment 
compare  

PW  
handover  stadium contrac-

tor  payment 
delivery  stadium 

stadium 
stadium 

stadium District Head
Quarter 
stadium sanction  

tender  
IFA  payment

IFA payment
Stadium  
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From the politics
of cast creete , community 
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Ruling party

no minister will visit any opposition MLA house, 

Ruling party

Rajya Sabha election campaign band.
campaign, election com-

mission campaign is allowed. campaign
band 

returning Officer
informally House decorum 
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candidate 
selection 

election.  this is the
festival, festival 

this is a festival, it is a election.  festival
selection it is a selection. 

festival 

follow
House of Leader  

 

 this Assembly is for higher pur-
pose miss 

culture
discussion
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House of Leader  

jurisdiction 

election campaign campaign 
amendment tenth sched-

ule, anti- defection, 
 action MLA

present amendment 

com-
mand 

primary cancel

anti- defection
relax anti- defection 
campaign campaign 

point of order. 
E&D  A B C D E regarding CSR activity A B

C D   cancel E question 
D whether the recommendation of

the House Committee implemented?
Question either differs

or not related to the Department amendment 
A B C D E 

E&D 
neither related to Department nor it has been differed second 17 March
also same thing, H sub-question, 

Can they do it, Sir?

list of previlange 
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Point of Order. 
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MRP 
MRP 

MRP 

receipt
MRP receipt 

receipt 
Allotment 
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SSP 
soil, only promotional mate-
rials non essential materials for crops single mixture
secondary nutritious tag materials 

when there is the
scarcity in the market 

seal 

hot bed
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SOP 

POS POS 
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patrolling
patrolling 

Ward Member 
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control 

provoke

men-
tally defect 

Rule 301 
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Glimpse of
Assam 

Geographical indication 

Geographical indication Tag 
Geographical indication 

124 Geographical indication Registry General 
Guniness

World Record Handloom 
power loom 

power loom 
Handloom 
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The handloom (reservation of ar-
ticle for Production) Act, 1985. 

cease 

cease 
inspector

illegal handloom
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cease 

procurement center 

 Handloom Mart  Handloom India Branch

sustain 
supply 

financially 
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Special case 
weaver  section center working

capable 

handloom 
practically 

protection 

Oppressor, oppressed  

Oppressor 
Oppressed 

 Lower Assam, Middle Assam, Upper Assam, 
North Bank, Lower Assam Lower 

Middle Assam, 
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Exodus

exodus 

exodus 

non-muslim 

non-muslim
non-muslim 

non-muslim 

Non-Muslim 

non-muslim 
exodus 

non muslim 
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Travel Tourism 

Statestical Hand Book Assam 2001 
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involvement in-
volvement 

employment gener-
ate
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guidebook

Tourist Guide electronic gadget smart
phone 

Tourist Guide 

Tour Operator
Operator

village tourism 

scope 
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Balanced Budget

veterinary,
fishery, irrigation 

agriculture, veterinary, fish-
ery, irrigation 
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signature scheme 

supplementary budget  
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try to restrict your time.
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Statistics 
trend

to the
straight forward 

system

logic

impor-
tant department New
Education Policy 
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adopt New Education Policy implement 
infrastructure

ready Commission Uni-
versity New Education
Policy short time  implement

Agri-
culture is very important department Agriculture
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UPPL 

BTR good will mis-
sion  BTR 

BTR 
BTR 

four lane 

four lane 

BTR 

NEP 
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BTR 

Tea Tourism and River Tourism, 
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domestic tourism 

capital expenditure 
revised estimate 

revised 
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start up 9.50 start up
start up 

9.50 
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unemployee 

Thank You 

Infrastructure develop-
ment 

50 unit current subsidy 

target 

imple-
ment implement 
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advertisement 
6th Schedule 3rd & 4th Grade 

3rd & 4th
Grade advertisement 

3rd & 4th Grade 

stadium , stadium 
signature scheme stadium

stadium 
stadium 

stadium 
stadium 

signature scheme stadium
upgrade 

Thank you
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geology 
mining 

Oil India Limited 

sentiment 
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additionally

Additional 
Additional 

individual member 

particular 

present fiscal deficit
within the prescribed limit 4% or 4.5 
for example declare fiscal deficit 3.99%.

3.19% that is within the prescribed limit of
the fiscal deficit. interesting 

revised number 
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fiscal deficit decleare fiscal
deficit within 4% revised fiscal deficit

8.05%, declear fiscal deficit 3.99%
of the GSDP revised 
8.52%. decleare 3.19% 

real figure real number
actual expenditure. revised  8.05

real figure within prescribed limit 2.97 
real figure it will

come down 8.52 4.5% fiscal deficit
limit 4.5%. declear 
fiscal deficit within the prescribed limit, revised fiscal
deficit real figure actual expenditure

normal fiscal deficit is within 3%. Why this thing is
happen perhaps for two factors. Number 1. Budget declare 

implement 
reflection declaration 

ultimately since there is a
bar you should keep or fiscal deficit within last year it was 4% this
year it is 4. 5% actual figure ex-
penditure cut 

This is not a good sign. Either our Govt. is giving us a wrong
notion while declaring the budget or officers responsible for pre-
paring the budget are not prudent enough to give a real picture. 

Key Sector Allocation 
Actual Estimate  Expenditure cut

Welfare of
ST,SC & OBC Minority 70 % budget  Social Welfare &
Nutrition 36%  budget  Agriculture & Allied Services
33% budget sector  without any exception

rosy picture
At the end of the day 

Capital Expenditure
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All are our valuable citizen. 

rosy picture 
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Capital Intensive Tech-
niques and  Labour Intensive Techniques 

Labour Intensive Capital Intensive 
Capital Intensive Labour Intensive
Capital Intensive 

Labour Intensive Capital
Intensive Capi-
tal Intensive 

18 th Flagship Scheme Labour Intensive 

18 th Flagship Scheme 

economic support 
dynamic continue 

reject 
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job create 
statistical figure

United
Nation International Year of Millets 
International Year of Millets 

Millets
Dr. Khadar 

Millets Millets
Millets 

alternative Millets 

beautfication 
documentary 

documentary film 
inclusive and integral budget.

identity Kashmir Files 
documentary

film, 
film Director documents research 

museum
Folk Song  identification

 economic statement 

Budget Highlights, Statement on MTBF
              detailed estimates financial statement 
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Economic Survey of Assam 
current price 

constatnt price income 
income, 

Reserve Bank documents Reserve Bank 
income

income 
income 

income 
income

income 
income 

income 
per capita income

dropped out 
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infant
mortality rate

committed expenditure 
Revenue expenditure Capital

expenditure interesting  re-
vised estimate Capital expenditure 

summary

NPS drop pension scheme  
Micro fianance 

lay 

 lay 

Beauty of the
budget lies in the fact that we are growing continuously.The constant
and continuous growth is the significance of this budget.  

Micro fianance 

temporary relief  
Permanent solution  
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ICU 

continuously progress  
jobless  

model centre  
list  

Infrastructure
development  

 

fishery  
community fishery  

income  

 

Central Government  

Central Government 
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Overall devel-
opment  reflection Over-
all development  specific example  

Education  University  
Education  infrastructure upliftment  

lunch  

Indian Book of Record  
portrait  
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Achieve-
ment 

affiliation 

Super Specialty Hospital 
Student 

Student 

sub-division

Six lane four line highway
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" 
 " 
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GDP 
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ITI 
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one head account

BOP 
BOP 

33 KV
11 KV sub-station 

ASEB Division office
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GSDP

NRL 
HPC Hindustan Fertilizer 
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transit point 

MNR 
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Point of order
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,
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referral medical college
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GMCH 
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American Roads are not good because America is rich.
But, America is rich because American roads are good. 
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reflect

 load 
SMCH

hospital 
hospital

hospital 

guard-
ian minister  

reply 

SC  
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upgrade  
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re-
vised estimate is a temporary arangement  
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Augmentation of
corpus of contigency Fund 
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 revenue expendi-
ture Capital Expenditure

revenue nature for example ground seen
add 

revenue nature

capital nature revenue nature

assess
addition source of in-

come re act
capital

nature
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in principle 
in principle 

per capita income 

depth
economy become a blessings

 negative message
positive message share 

Water Resource Min-
ister 

in-charge Minister 
Old Age
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Home 

micro finance

micro
finance 

 sus-
tainable development Goal , Govern-
ment is a continuous process  Rome was not build in a day

 legacy 
legacy waste legacy waste 
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Mission
Basundhara Portal 

Misson Sadbhabana Legacy Waste 

Sadbhabana 

Mission Basundhara 
Municipality Trade License 

Trade License 

Municipality Trade License 

Municipality Trade License 
Municipality Trade License 
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MoU 

GSDP 
GSDP 

GSDP 
GSDP 

capital asset create invest 
invest 

serious 
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The morning shows the day. 

that is the actual .

actual actual 
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